
February 1, 2021 
 
Please Support Carmine Perrellis  in challenging lockdowns in York - we cannot 
survive with endless lockdowns  
 

Multiple well conducted studies challenge the benefit of lockdowns including these 30 
and this this recent paper from Stanford University Furthermore, even the World Health 
Organization opposes the “zero” cases the Strategic Choices Group seeks has 
declared  eradication strategies are “moonshot” and we should focus on getting our 
countries back to full strength. 
 

This is particularly concerning as an ever growing number of esteemed Canadian and 
international voices state opposition to lockdowns, including 50,000 healthcare 
professionals who signed the Great Barrington Declaration. 
 

After 9 months, we know SARS-CoV-2 infection fatality rate is declining. It behaves like 
a textbook respiratory virus in its vectors of transmission and its conferring immunity. 
The vast majority of covid deaths occur in the frail elderly and, outside of LTC, the risk 
of dying from Covid  is less than 0.2%. Covid will never result in the hundreds of 
thousands of deaths in Canada first predicted by disgraced modeller Neil Ferguson. The 
task force has also known since June that the  PCR test, the sole driver of  skyrocketing 
“cases”, is grossly unreliable and likely provides false positives as high as 90% and just 
now has the WHO made effort to adjust this fatal flaw and has  changed course to 
improve covid numbers just as a vaccine, national mask mandate and hard lockdowns 
are started. Doug Ford blames the public for viral shed , despite the fact that community 
spread from retail, spas, gyms was found to be about 0.1%  respectively. He also 
ignores stellar evidence from meta analysis and a study of 10 million to show 
asymptomatic transmission is insignificant to virus spread.  
 

Sincerely 

Penny Houston Toronto 
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